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South Dakota Town-Country Trade Relations
1901-1931

Paul H. Landis
South Dakota State College

I. lntroduction1

The Period and Its Changes
The thirty-year period covered by this study has been one of consider
able change in standards of living, in farm and domestic economy, in
means of transportation, and in communication. These changes, and oth
ers, are reflected in the merchandising enterprises of South Dakota
towns.
·
Both rural and urban population here, as in all sections of the country,
are increasingly dependent on the merchant and retailer for luxuries and
for the necessities of life.2 With the higher standard of living a desire
for variety in foods and clothing, luxuries and decorations, and even for
styles and models in the field of practical devices, is noticeable. Although
it is usually held that urban life has been more affected by these changes,
one cannot escape the conclusion that rural peoples have been participants
in the ambition for the "latest" in every manufactured device.
This age is one of increased mobility, due to advances in the modes of
travel. The bicycle had its day in the nineties, and was followed by the
automobile. Automobiles were just beginning to appear in the early part
of the century. Now their number has increased to 205,172 for the State
(rn30)-a little more than one automobile (1.3) for every family in
South Dakota.3
With the auto has come road building. New trade centers have located
on the chief highways. Many on the less-traveled roadways disappeared.
Several hundred miles of railroad have been built in this thirty-year
period. The railroad likewise has marked the path of the developing trade
centers-conversely determining the decline of others.
One can hardly appreciate present South Dakota trade relations with
out having this historical perspective. Of the 670 trade centers that now
exist in the state, only 370 have a history that extends back to 1901.
With the development of new products new types of stores have arisen
to handle them. In 1900 not a filling station, garage or an auto sales
room could have been found in the most advanced city in the state. At
that time livery barns occupied a place of importance and hitching posts,
rather than yellow lines, marked the parking place. The modern town has
become the servant of the automobile. Filling stations, garages, tire
shops, paint shops, top shops-all have increased with amazing rapidity
for 20 years. Now for autos there is free air, free crank-case service, free
windshield wash, free tire-mounting service, and free battery service. One
1. The author is indebted to Prof. W. F. Kumlien, Head of the Department of Rural
Sociology, South Dakota State college, for making prelimina.r y plans for this study, and
for a critical reading of the manuscript.
2. Zimmerman, Carle C., Farm Trade Centers in Minnesota, 1905 to 1929, Minn. Agr.
Exp. Sta., Bui. 269, pp, 5-6; Kolb, J. H., Service Relations of Town and Country, Wis.
Agr. Exp. Sta., Bui. 58, pp. 9-10.
3. Includes all autos, pleasure and commercial.
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can buy repair work by the month, and pay for parts while they are
wearing out. South Dakota now has between 2000 and 4000 business es
tablishments that serve auto drivers.'
Merchandising was far different in the early nineteen hundreds of
South Dakota history. Shoe stores were "boot shops" then, and most wom
en's clothes were simply "dry goods." Now "women's ready-to-wear"
stores are found in all the larger towns. As for women's hats, they too
are for the most part factory made, and the old-fashioned millinery shop
which made and decorated its own bonnets has long since lost prestige.
The tailor and haberdasher have not fared well. There were 73 tailoring
establishments in 190.0; there are 74 now, and this in the face of a 73 per
cent population increase. Conversely, stores selling men's ready-made
clothes have increased 100 per cent.5
Washing machines have become popular in South Dakota since 1900, to
the extent that 17 stores in the state now deal primarily in washing mach
ines, not to mention the numerous hardware, general and department
stores that carry them in stock.
The old cross-roads general store which sold everything from nursing
bottles to spectacles has had a most interesting career. In urbanized cen
ters it has given place to more-specialized retail or department stores. In
South Dakota, however, there are many sparsely-populated spaces where
such a store is an asset. The general store stock now includes the gaso
line pump and pop and ice cream to satisfy the tourist trade. So approxi
mately 1130 general stores remain today.
Bakeries and grocery stores have grown altogether out of proportion
to expectancy, indicating that the baker:s loaf and the store's canned,
boxed, and ready prepared foods have gained popularity even in a rural
state-and no doubt to some extent even among the farm people. Bakeries
have increased nearly 300 per cent, and .grocery stores over 200 per cent
since 1901. The South Dakota restaurants have also shared the benefits
of this new desire for "prepared things", and have increased almost
200 per cent while the population of the state increased only 73 per cent.6
Merchandising is an index of the shifting of home enterprises to fac
tory, wholesaler, and merchant. The pantry is gone from the modern
home. The reserve food supply is kept on the grocer's shelf. The laundry,
the bakery, the creamery and the restaurant all point toward declining
home industry.
With the high cost of living has come a high cost of dying, for one who
demands a high standard of living must also be provjded with a "decent"
burial. Undertakers' business establishments have grown from 37 to 178,
or around 425 per cent. Monument works have more than kept pace, hav
ing increased from 2 to 17.7
In certain fields of decorations and luxuries there has been considerable
growth. Antique shops have increased noticeably. Photography, on the oth
er hand, is a losing art; there are no more photographers than supplied
the demand in 1900. Larger volume may be a factor, but the inexpensive
4. See Table l, pp. 16-17;
5. Ibid.
6. Changes in economic aspecta of the American home have been studied by W. F.
Ogburn. See "The Changing Home," Pub. of Am. Soc. Society, 2'3: 124-133. See Table 1,
pp. 16-17 of this study for trends in this state.
7. See Table 1, pp. 16-17.
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camera making possible home photography doubtless is the chief cause.
Music stores, too, for the sale of musical instruments and sheet music
are giving way to the radio shop. One hundred thirty-two new stores
for radios are found in the state.8
The South Dakota sweet tooth has expanded. Confectionery, candy,
and ice cream stores have increased almost twice as rapidly as the popu
lation, while pool and billiard establishments have increased almost 300
per cent. Soft drink parlors have increased from four in 1900 to 64 in
1931. All of these institutions have in part replaced saloons, which num
bered 376 in 1900 and 421 in 1911.9 Their development also suggests a
tendency for recreations to shift from the home to commercial institu
tions.
Chain stores have increased 220 per cent in thirty years. National
chains in the retail selling of groceries and clothing and the chain depart
ment store, have entered all the larger trade centers of South Dakota dur
ing the last ten years, as have five and ten cent or other variety stores.
Ten years ago and previously the chains were largely lumber yards and
elevators.10
This period of history includes the land boom. Such a boom has af
fected all the central western states at some stage in their history.11 Over
selling, or discoveries of mineral resources brought them a greater popu
lation than their resources would support. Then came periods of drought
or adverse weather conditions of other types, followed by the dwindling of
population and the disappearance of towns.
In South Dakota the speculative period in town building came late.
Towns sprang up rapidly previous to 1911. They survived for a time when
nature was generous. When adverse conditions came many dwindled
away. 12
These social movements and cultural changes suggest the dynamic na
ture of town-country relations. The relation of a town toward its hinter
land, and the relation of the farmer to his town is a changing one. How
have the changes of the last thirty years modified the relation of the farm
er to his town, and the town to its tributary population?

8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.
10. See Part IV.
11. Folwell, W. W., A History of Minnesota, Vol. 1, Minnesota Historical Society, 1921.
pp. 362-364, shows that the most intense speculation in Minnesota lands and town sites
preceded the panic of 1857. Between 1855 and 1857 at least "seven hundred towns
were plotted into more than three hundred thousand lots - enough for one and a
half million people." The after-math of this over-development he graphically described as
follows: "The panic struck Minnesota with extreme violence. The Eastern banks and oth
er creditors called their loans. What money could be reached was shipped to them. There
were no consignments of produce or merchandise to draw against, and there were no cred
its in favor of Minnesota. Eastern exchange rose to ten per cent. Everybody was in debt,
and the territory was literally emptied of money. Business ceased, banks closed their doors,
merchants suspended or assigned. Holders of property desiring to realize dropped their
prices. City lots became virtually valueless. Thousands who had believed themselves
wealthy soon found themselves in actual bodily need. The lawyers were busy with fore
closures, the sheriffs with attachments and executions. The floating population of specu
lators began to look for other scenes of operation and left the cities and towns none the
worse for a numerous exodus. The historian of St. Paul, J. Fletcher Williams, then resi
dent, is authority for the statement that the population of that city fell off almost fifty
per cent."
12. Fig. 4, pp. 12-13.
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Plan of Study
The Problem.-The town and its hinterland are permanently bound to:
gether by two distinct types of ties, (1) the geographical, (2) the cul
tural.
The basic factor in the geographical tie is space or distance. 13 Other
things being equal the nearest town is the farmers town, and the nearest
surrounding territory the hinterland from which the town draws its busi
ness.
The basic factor in the cultural tie is trade14. The town is literally a
trade center. This is its primary excuse for existence in our present organ
ization of rural-urban life.1" There are many other cultural ties aside from
trade that make the interests of the town and its tributary area one, such
as the high school, the church, the hospital, the library, and the movie, a;:;
has frequently been shown in studies of these institutions. 16
While the trade center is bound to its rural area by spatial and cultural
ties, changes may come to radically modify this relation. Moreover,
changes have come during the last thirty years that have radically modi
fied the relationship between the trade center and the rural district. It is
proposed here to study the effects of selected geographical and cultural
changes (changes in the life habits of the population) on the mutual rela
tions of town and country.
Sources of Data.-The commercial ratings of business enterprises pub
lished by the Bradstreet company, one of the rating agencies, was the basic
source of data. 1 7 The volumes used were the Octooer ratings for the years
13. Ko1b, J. H. op. cit.
14. Taylor, C. C., Rural Sociology, p. 431.
15. Where the farmers live in town and till the surrounding countryside, as in some Euro

pea_n counties, this would not necessarily be true. See Zimmerman, C. C., op. cit., p. 4, for
a diagrammatic presentation of various systems of rural-urban organization.
16. Kolb, op. cit. Part II. For a comprehensive treatment of rural-urban relationships
in South Dakota see the following bulletins by W. F. Kumlien:
High School Education of Farm Boys and Girls in South Dakota, (S. D. Agr. Exp. Sta.,
Bul. 250), which shows that most high school education is now carried on in the urban
center and supported mutually by the town and the rural hinterland surrounding ; The
Rural Health Situation in South Dakota, (S. D. Agr. Exp. Sta., Bui. 258), which shows
that hospitaiization is a characteristic of the trade center omy and not of the rural dis
tricts and also that doctors reside in the population centers. This means that for health
care the surrounding rural environment is dependent upon its town, and conversely that
the hospital is dependent fot· a portion of its trade upon the farmers in the surrounding
territory; Equalizing Library Facilities in South Dakota, (S. D. Agr. Exp. Sta., Bui. 233),
which shows that libraries for the most part are in towns, and also that certain libraries
have been organized on the county basis, taking into account the needs of the rural popu
lation tor such reading materials as the library affords.
T, e probleri.s of rural recreation and religion have not been studied in South Dakota,
but one is safe in assuming that much of the recreation and amusement is at present
basica.1y a vi1;age, town or city function. This is especially true of commercialized recre
ations suc.1 as ti e movie, dance hall, pool hall, etc. A study of religious and recreational
agendes in North Dakota by E. A. Wilson, Bui. 221, Social Organization and Agencies in
North Dakota, 1�28, indicates that religious and recreational, as well as educational and
health 1aci1it1es are more adequately distributed in urban than in rural districts. The.
condition with regard to churches and recreational facilities would not be far different in
South Dakota. South Dakota still has rural churches. Nevertheless, it is probably true
that to a great extent the church institution, and ministers, are located in the city and
many country people go to town or city for worship. Observation and preliminary studies
in this state indicate that Catholic and Lutheran rural churches are the general exception
to this trend.
17. A statement on the usability of the Bradstreet data was prepared, but space pre
vents its inclusion. Those desiring information on this point are invited to communicate
with the author. C. C. Zimmerman gives a brief note on the reliability of the Bradstreet
data. See, Farm Trade Centers in Minnesota, op. cit., pp. 8- . See also C. E. Lively, Growth
9 Minn. Ag. Exp. Sta. Bui. No ..
and Decline of Farm Trade Centers in Minnesota, 1 05-1 30,
9
9
287, pp. 15-20.
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1901, 1906, 1911; 1916; 1921; 1926 and the· January ratings for 1931. .' The
material, then, covered approximately a thirty-year period at five-year inr
tervals.
Supplementary sources were: Federal and state census reports for
census years since 1900. The federal census appears on each decade-1900,
1910, etc. The state census is also by decades, but comes 1905, 1915, etc.;
thus the two series used together give an authoritative tabulation of popu
lation in incorporated places for every fifth year. Bradstreet's population
figures were used for unincorporated places:16 Correspondence with head
quarters of large firms brought information regarding the dates of estab
lishment of each of their units in the state. The State banking department
and the Security National Bank of Brookings supplied data on the devel
opment of chain banks; the state treasury department furnished lists of
all bulk gasoline dealers in the State.
Method of Procedure.-First, a list of all trade centers in the state at
five year intervals from 1901 to 1931 was compiled from Bradstreet's com
mercial ratings. The trade centers were grouped into population classes.
They were then located on spot maps, a different symbol being used for the
different sized trade centers. These maps for the respective periods indi
cated the territorial shifting of towns during each five-year interval. They
also indicated the density of trade centers in various parts of the state.
Second, all mercantile enterprises in the state were tabulated on the
authority of the Bradstreet lists for every tenth year, 1901 to 1931. For
tabulating and classifying types of mercantile units in various towns a
tabulation sheet similar to the outline of Table 1, (see page 16) was pre
pared. The reader should note the sub-classifications under each major
head, for this is the standard form used in sections II to V of this bulletin.
'rhis classification system is not perfect.19 It is based on the assumptio n
that business enterprises can b e grouped functionally into logical classes.
Certain of the sub-classes might well have been included elsewhere. For
instance, radio stores might have been classed as "communication" rather
than as "luxury." It is simply a matter of making an arbitrary classifica
tion with this and several other items that might logically have been placed
in two or more classes, and of following it consistently throughout the
study.
The term "duplicate," as used in the outline, refers to any store which
conducts enterprises that are listed under two of the major headings on
the classification sheet. For instance, if a store is a grocery store and drug
store combined, it is tabulated under both headings, "food" and "medicine
and health," and also as a "duplicate." There is another type of duplicate
which this study does not take into consideration. Frequently a store con
ducts two types of enterprises listed under one major heading�for in
stance, lumber and fuel. This would not be considered a "duplicate" and
would be listed only under lumber, since both lumber and fuel are consid
ered under the general topic of "shelter and building."
18. The State and United States census reports do not list unincorporated places.
Bradstreet's· figures for these places are more in the . nature of estimates than actual counts.
19. The 1930 United States census presents material for the first time on Retail Distri
bution in the State. The census data are presented according to a classification scheme in
many respects similar to the one presented here, and which it would have been desirable
to use had it been available when this study was begun. However, the census reports did
not appear until this study was completed according to the plan here presented. See State
Series, Retail Distribution, South Dakota, published in 1932.
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Third, after this tabulation was complete it was possible to shuffle the
classification sheets into groups on the basis of the number of people in the
respective trade centers, or on the basis of the number of mercantile units
in each trade center. Both types of classification were used. In each sec
tion the classification system used is indicated.
These data made it possible to trace changes in merchandising over the
thirty-year period, and also to tell whether these changes were affecting
the large and small trade centers differently. By comparing mercantile
enterprises in counties with urban centers with counties where there are
no urban centers, it was found that certain rural-urban differences main
tain.

Definitions of Terms
Trade Center.-A trade center is any sort of hamlet, village, town or
city which has one or more business units. A single store at the cross
roads is a trade center, as well as the largest city in the state with more
than 500 trade units. The question of incorporation is not considered, as
it has no bearing on trade relationships. Many of the trade centers studied
are not incorporated, nor are they listed in the state or federal census re
ports. The trade center need not have any resident population.
The inclusion of a trade center in each case is based on its listing in
Bradstreet's Ratings. All towns listed in these ratings are considered
trade centers, with one exception. In the earlier Bradstreet volumes,
names of places are given which have post offices but no mercantile units.
Since 1918 they have dropped this practice, and are listing only those towns
which have one or more mercantile units. In order to be consistent in deal
ing with the data for various years, only those trade centers which had
some business unit were considered.
Trade Unit.-A trade unit or business unit is any mercantile enterprise,
whether a branch of a chain store, or an individually owned and locally
managed store. The study is confined to those business enterprises which
sell merchandise. Barbers, produce station operators, livestock buyers,
draymen, etc., are not included, except when they carry merchandise as a
part of their activities. Contractors are one exception ; since they do con
siderable buying from wholesalers, and frequently 'sell materials, they are
listed in Bradstreets.
The study covers a few special services which are not mercantile.
Bradstreets, under the name of each town, indicates whether it has a rail
road, telegraph company, express company, p9st office, or bank. In the list
of ratings, local telephone companies are found as well as hotels, though
they are not mercantile in character. All of the above are included as
trade units.
Chain Store.-A chain store as used in this study is a store operated
in a local trade center with a parent branch in control of capital and man
agement at some other point. 20 Bradstreets indicate that a store is a
branch unit of a chain by including in parenthesis a reference to the par20. Zimmerman, C. C., defines a chain store as follows :"A chain organization obviously
is a series of two or more units upon the same level and in the same business and which
are related to each other as follows: 1. There is a tendency for inter-ownership and inter
control. 2. The inter-control tends to lead to standardization of business methods from
unit to unit. 3. Inter-control and standardization of business methods enables the indi
vidual units to concentrate more closely about the average efficiency of the whole system
than is the case of the unit stores. 4. These gains in higher average efficiency, if there
be such, along with others supposed to accrue to greater bargaining power, may be used
as a competitive weapon to secure more business." op. cit.• pp, 34-35.
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ent unit. For instance, a branch unit of a chain in Redfield with the parent
unit in Sioux Falls would be listed and followed by " See Sioux Falls".
Parent units are not considered chains. Furthermore, the "special services"
covered by the study are not chains. They are : railroad stations, express
offices, post offices, and telephone companies. They are more or less in the
nature of public utility monopolies and usually have not been thought of
as chain units in the ordinary sense of the term.
Stores which represent a particular branch of wholesaler's merchan
dise, although locally owned and operated, are not considered chains. For
instance, a car dealer who sells exclusively one wholesaler's products is
not a chain dealer, for he owns and controls his local business enterprise.

II. Factors in the Territorial Distribution
of Trade Centers, 1901 to 1931
Geographical Factors South Dakota presents wide differences in geographical characteristics,
especially in climate and soil. It is apparent that these differences are re
flected prominently in town growth.
The eastern part of the state is a glaciated area with a fertile, fairly
well-watered soil, while the West-river area is more arid, lending itself
chiefly to grazing.1 Rainfall ranges from 20 to 25 inches or a little above
in the eastern part of the state, while the western two-thirds has under 20
inches, with some areas falling below 15 inches.
Fig. 1 shows the annual precipitation in South Dakota; Fig. 2 the den
sity of population in the various counties, and Fig. 4 (see pages 12, 13) the
distribution of trade centers in the state. These three maps indicate clear
ly that the areas of heavy rainfall, dense population, and numerous trade
centers are approximately the same, while the areas of little rainfall are
characterized by sparse population and few trade centers.
The overlapping of areas of meagre natural re;,,ources and sparse popu
lations indicates that there is probably a limit to the population a particu
lar area will support under given conditions of economic development. In
this case rainfall seems to be a deciding factor. Naturally population den
sity correlates with the number of trade centers an area can support, since
it requires a certain minimum population to support any business unit.2
The geographic factor seems, then, to have a direct bearing upon the
size of and distance between towns. A study of trade centers, classing
them according to the number of business places in each, shows this fact.
even more conclusively.
Fig. 3 shows the location of all contemporary trade centers in the
state grouped according to the number of resident merchandising units.•
One-trade-unit centers are characteristic of the western part of South
Dakota, although there is a scattering throughout the entire state. The
central section bordering the river has fewer of this type than any other
1. See Rogers and Elliott, Types of Farming in South Dakota, S. D. Exp. Sta., Bui.
238.
2. See Table 7 of this bulletin for proof. Also Price and Hoffer, Services of Rural
Trade Centers in Distributing Farm Supplies, Minn. Agr. Sta., Bui. 249, p. 12 ; Hoffer, C.
R., A Study of Town-Country Relationships, Mich. Agr. Exp. Sta., Spec. Bui. 181, p. 6 .
3. This part o f the study omits the "special services"-post offices, express, a n d rail
roads. Classifications are based on strictly merchandising units. This permits a more exact
comparison of the smaller centers.
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part. Trade centers of from two units up to more than two hundred are
located chiefly in the eastern section though centers with from two to
nine units are found in most of the counties west of the river. Very few
trade centers of 10 or more business places are found in the western and
south central parts of the state. Of the eleven larger cities, with over one
hundred trade units each, all but one are located east of the river, though
the territorial areas east and west of the river are approximately equal.
It is interesting to note that many trade centers with less than 10 busi
ness units still survive in the eastern part of the state.
Areas differ markedly with regard to accessibility to a trade center.
In the southeastern part of the state trade centers are numerous, so that
rural families have within easy driving distance a choice of places to shop.
They may go to the cross road store, to the nearby small town, or a little
greater distance to a larger trade center where their most epicurean
desires may be gratified. In the most sparsely populated areas a farm
family may be several miles from the nearest cross road store, and at such
a distance from an adequate trade center that visiting it except very in
frequently is prohibitive because of the expense of travel. The only resort
in such a case is the mail order house, or occasional shopping tours to meet
family needs for several months ahead.

Historical Factors
There has been considerable shifting in the location of trade centers
during the last thirty years. This is more true of the West-river section
than of the East-river section.
Fig. 4 shows the location of all trade centers at five-year intervals be
ginning with 1901 and ending with 1931. It presents a graphic comparison
of the different types of trade centers in the various areas of the state over
this period of history. The most apparent fact is the sparse settlement of
the western district up to 1905, and then the rapid appearance of small
trade centers so that by 1911 they were quite numerous over this entire
section. By 1916 they were less numerous than in 1911. In all successive
periods there has been a gradual decline in the northwest corner. In the
southwestern section the increase began in 1911 and has persisted to
the present time. The eastern part has seen a progressive growth in
the larger towns since the earliest period. There has been comparatively
little change in any section during the last five years. This may indicate
that the reorganization of towns, brought about by new means of trans
portation and excessive land speculation and drought has passed its cli
max and that towns are now reaching a position of relative stability. Even
the land boom of 1919, the depression of 1920, and later events of a similar
type, seem to have had little effect in reorganizing towns in South Dakota.
The explanation for the territorial redistribution of trade centers in the
western part of the state is found in the climatic conditions and in new
modes of transportation and travel, probably.4 The first decade of the cen
tury was characterized by a series of wet years in the West-river country,
followed by a land boom. This was accompanied by the rapid increase in
trade centers in that area. Dry years followed, with consequent migra
tions from the area, which registered in the decline of trade centers. Then
4. These causes are suggested, but adequate proof is not available to justify their ac
ceptance as final. The factors in the growth and decline of trade centers are now being
studied and the results will be submitted in a subsequent bulletin.
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the rural free delivery came as a shock to a good many general store enter
prises which depended upon the post office either because it was located in
their store, or because it was the' one factor in the trade center that caused
people to visit the center at regular intervals. The automobile also came,
making it possible to visit larger centers to the neglect of the smaller ones.
Other trade centers lost out because a rival station on a new railroad took
their trade.
Perhaps the most surprising trend indicated in fig. 4 is the tendency for
trade centers to approach again the situation of 1901 with regard to their
location. The situation of 1911 perhaps was in disregard of fundamental
laws of rural-urban growth. Nature has in time corrected the error by de
manding reorganization similar to the original adjustment.

III. Changing Life Habits as a Factor
in Rural-Urban Trade Relations

Changes in Merchandising as Indices of Life Habits
It has been suggested that changes in the life habits may radically
change the relation of town and country toward each other.1 (See page 6.)
It is necessary to know what these changes are in order to determine their
effects upon town-country interdependence.
This problem is approached through a study of merchandising during
the last 30 years. In the mercantile enterprises of a state one finds record
ed many of the changes in a people's mode of life. It is especially true
that in merchandising one finds recorded most of the changes that are
vital to an understanding of the changing trade relations of town and
country. With this in mind the total business enterprises in the state
have been tabulated at 10-year intervals beginning with 1901, as indicated
in Table 1. This table suggests numerous historical trends in business and
merchandising. Some of their implications to changing life habits have
already been suggested in the introduction. (See pages 3-5.)
All business enterprises made rapid increase in numbers between 1901
and 1911 with the rapid growth of trade centers. Post offices have since
remained at approximately the 1911 level. Publishers have decreased
slightly in the last decade. Local telephone companies increased until 1921,
but have declined since, probably due to the increase in interstate com
panies---'Northwestern Bell and Dakota Central-which now operate in
48 and 89 towns respectively.
Banks more than doubled in number during the period 1901-1911 and
almost half of them have gone out of existence since 1921. A preliminary
study of Bradstreet's list of business failures indicates that most of the dis
appearing banks failed. 2
There has been a tremendous increase in the auto industry, with a cor
responding decrease in number of liveries.
Interesting changes are apparent in clothing stores. Shoe stores have
grown uniformly each decade. Women's clothing stores show a radical in
crease, while men's clothing (general clothing is also classed under men's)
stores have decreased slightly.

* *

1. Zimmerman, C. C., op. cit. p. 16, suggests that "the development of
* larger
and more luxurious independent towns or trade centers is a measure of the material level
or the material standards of living of the surrounding populations."
2. A full analysis of this problem will be made in a subsequent bulletin on Factors in
the Growth and Decline of South Dakota Trade Centers.
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Table 1.-A Summary of the Mercantile Enterprises in South Dakota
for Every Tenth Year- 1901-1931*
1901
TOTAL TRADE CENTERS _____________490

Finance and Exchange, Total --------- 812
Banks and Trust Companies -------- 259
Express Money Order -------------- 265
Money Order : Post Office ---------- 281
7
Others -·----------------------------

Communication, Total ---------------Post Office ---------·--------------Publisher - ------------------------Stationery Store -------------------Telegraph - -------------------------·
Telepho net -------------------------Typewriter Company - -------------Others -----------------------------

824
288
256
28
236
15
1

Transportation, Total ---------------- 8 1 7
Auto Industries -------------------17
Bicycle ------------- --------·-------Express Company ------------------ 266
Livery (Horse) --------------------- 224
Motorcycle -------------------- ----Railroad --------------------------- 303
7
Others -----------------------------

Clothing, Total ---------------------- 576
Boots, Shoes, Repair --------------- 1 39
53
Dry Goods ---------------- --------8
Furs ------------------------------28
Laundry, cleaning, etc. - -----------63
Men's Clothing ----------- --------Millinery -------------------------- 206
73
Tailor (Haberdasher) --------------Washing Machines - ---------------2
Women's Clothing -----------------4
Others -----------------------------

Shelter and Building, Total ___________ 1390
Building materials ------------------ 320
25
Contractor ------------------·------4
Electrical Supplies ---------------- Fuel ------------------------------- 1 1 1
Furniture -------------------------- 173
Hardware -------------------------- 319
Hotel --------------- --------------- 297
71
Paint and Pappr ------------ -------24
Plumbing and Heating ------------3
Rugs, Draperies -------------------13
Second-hand furniture -------------22
Tinware --------------------------8
Others -----------------------------

Food, Total ---------------- ___________ 857
41
Bakery --------------- ------------Flour -----------------------------60
16
Fruit ------------------------------- Groceries - - ------------------------ 275
Ice ------------- --- ---------------10
Meats ----------------------- ------ 228
Restaurant and Lunch ------------- 227
Others -------------- - --- -----------

1911
759

1517
613
394
507
3

1346
507
305
25
342
1 65
1
1
1314
216
9
394
220

467
8

799
157
73
25
43
1 59
262
71
6
3

2436

6�0

124
19
227
222
554
413
51
72
4
13
39
8

1462
77
83
30
321
15
449
478
9

1921
671

1599
694
384
518
3

1403
518
306
21
372
181
2
3

1931
670

1298
365
387
542
4

1368
542
289
11

385
139
2

2657
1 678
3
384
82
4
490
16

2924
2065
2
387
13
2
437
18

2447
568
1 30
113
300
194
515
347
46
163
1
16
30
24

2295
516
133
127
286
194
487
288
60
129
3
20
23
29

930
248
53
54
58
186
217
86
1
21
6

1695
98
64
33
529
27
343
572
29

886
292
55
35
64
148
134
74
17
67

2081
157
69
28
847
26
291
658
5
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1901

1911

1921

193 1

Decorative and Luxury, Total --------- 965
4
Art goods, Antiques ---------------98
Billiards and Pool -----------------9
Books -----------------------------44
Cigar Store -----------------------Confectionery, Candy, Ice Cream ___ 166
Jewelry ---------------- ------------ 142
Music ----------------------------33
2
Monuments --------------- --------Nursery and Florist ---------------5
Photography - ---------------------73
Radio ----------------------------Saloon ----------------------------- 376
4
Soft drinks ------------ -----------2
Sporting goods --------------------7
Others ------------ ----------------

1554
8
428
11
58
222
231
48
6
16
96

1337
11
536
7
32
298
187
56
9
29
85

1370
36
377
8
23
382
173
40
17
31
76
132

Farm Supplies, Total ------- --------- 1393
Blacksmith ------------------------- 478
Feed, Grain, Seed ------------------ 334
Harness, leather goods ------------- 188
Implements ------------------------ 369
14
Lighting plants --------------------

1913
557
513
264
575
4

1962
474
696
218
555
19

1818
385
631
186
576
40

Duplicates, Total --------------------- 1195
Wholesale and Retail
8
3
3 or more retail functions ----------2 retail functions ------------ ------- 1184
Chain Stores ------------------------- 299

2224
19
64
2141
560

2403
26
83
2294
786

2903

Medicine, Health (Mercantile) , Total _ 345
Drugs ----------------------------- 308
Optician --------------------------Undertaker ------ -----------------37

Produce Stations (Mercantile) , TotaL__
Elevator+ -------------------------Produce, Cream Station§ ----------Others -----------------------------

86
11
33
42

Unclassified Retail, Total ------------- 1 161
General Store ---------------------- 1055
Department Store ------------ -----1
All Others ------------------------- 105

Net total retail trade units ----------- 803 1

585.
446
10
129

421
1
2

6

196
128
32
36

1707
1452
4
251

12,605

559
4 12
14
133

2
75
1
9

258
108
94
56

1649
1279
18
352

U,093

569
376
15
178

64
4
7

312
86
190
36

153 1
1130
71
330
131
2772
996

13,549

* Bradstreet's Commercial Ratings, Oct. 1901, Oct. 191 1, Oct. 1921, Jan. 1931, were used
in tabulating business enterprises.
A few "special services" which are non-mercantile are included: They are banks, post
offices, telegraph and telephone companies, and railroads. It is also necessary to emphasize
the fact that not all enterprises which might be classed under these heads are given. For
instance, movies are not included under "decorative and luxury" for they are not mercan
tile ; also "medicine and health" and ' farm produce" lists only the mercantile phases. The
inclusion or exclusion of enterprises is based on Bradstreet's lists, which are limited to
mercantile functions except as indicated. It would have been desirable from many angles
to hav� gone into other non-mercantile services more completely, but the absence of pub
lished lists of such enterprises ma&c! such a venture impractical on a state-wide basis due
to the time and expense involved.
t N W Bell, (in 48 towns) and Dakota Central (in 89 towns) are not included. Figures
,.re for local companies.
+ The total number of elevators in the state according to the 1931-1932 Farmers' Ele
vatQr Directory is approximately 830. Only those handling merchandise are considered here.
ti Probably the majority of cream stations do not handle merchandise of any sort, so
are not listed here. A total listing of produce and cream stations in the state would prob
ably show that there are around 1,000 such units.
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The. most marked decrease has been in the millinery stores. Tailor
·shops have remained about stationary despite population increases. Laun
dries have increased at a greater rate than population.
Shelter and building functions show that building material units
reached their peak in 1 9 1 1 , as did hardware stores, and hotels. Contrac
tors and electrical supplies have increased consistently. Food units have
increased likewise. This growth has been in the field of foods ready for
consumption-grocery stores, restaurants, and bakeries. Flour sto1·es
have remained about the same regardless of population increases, indi
cating that baking is not done in the home as much as at the earlier per
iod.
In mercantile phases of "medicine and health," the most apparent
change has been in the growth of undertaking establishments.
Decorative and luxury devices reached their peak in the decade pre
vious to 1911. ' The most striking change here is the development of con
fectionery, candy, and ice cream stores, and of soft drink parlors, all of
which increases have probably grown in part out of the disappearance of
the saloon and in part from the decline of recreation in the home. It is
also interesting to note that monument works have increased, and radio
establishments have come to number one hundred thirty-two during the
past ten years.
In the field of farm supplies the blacksmith shop passed its peak in
1911 and has perceptibly decreased durfog each decade since. Harnes$
and leather goods indicate similar trends, whereas farm implements stores
have reached ( 1931 ) the same numbers as in 1911. Dealers in lighting
plants have increased.
General stores passed their peak in 1 9 1 1 and have declined slightly
since that time ; department stores and specialized retail stores have
taken their places in urban centers.
Chain stores have consistently increased from the earliest period
studied to the present time.
The total number of retail trade units in the state was greatest in
1 921. The number has declined approximately 500 since that time.
Fig. 5 indicates diagrammatically the ratio of population growth to
growth in various types of merchandising functions. This figure indi
cates strikingly the fact that transportation units, food units, and farm
produce units handling merchandise, and department stores have grown
at a rate _much greater than population. The consistent decline of finance
and exchange units since 1921 is noticeable, as well as the decline of
farm supply stores since that time. General stores have systematically
declined in ratio to population since 1911.
It should be kept in mind that these comparisons are based upon the
increase and decrease in the number of business enterprises in each case.
Volume of business per store may have changed considerably during the
30-year period, but data on this point are not available for years pre
vious to 1930.3
The period 1906 to 1 9 1 1 is of interest. Every type of merchandising
unit made considerable growth during the period, and most mercantile
function's increases exceeded population increases.
3 . The 1930 Census of Retail Distribution presents statistics on volume of business for
the first time.
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Per Capita Distribution of Stores
By comparing the number of stores for a given unit of population in
1901 with 1931 one sees marked changes in merchandising. These changes
are indices of social trends that may affect the relationship between
the farmer and his town.
0

STATE POPULATION
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Only units of mercantile character are listed.

Fig. 5.-An index of growth in number of various types of mercantile services for every fifth
year-1 90 1-1931. 1901 equals 100. (Population figures are for nearest preceding census.)

Table 2 shows the increase and decrease in the number of people for
each type of store in South Dakota since 1901. Each financial unit now
has 39 more possible patrons than in 190 1 ; communication units approx
imately 19, clothing units 84.7, shelter and building units 13, medicine
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and health 53.6, decorations and luxuries 89.6, farm supplies 92.8, and
general stores 267 more potential patrons per store than in 1901.
On the other hand, transportation units have 254.6 less patrons on
the average than in 1901; foo.d .135�.7 ,. farm .produce .stations .selling.mer
chandise 2448.7, department stores 391,811.6, and chains 647.4 less po
tential patrons per unit than in 1901.
The greatest increase in patrons per unit has been in the general
store field. Conversely the greatest average decline in number of possible
patrons per service unit has been in the fields of department stores, farm
produce stations selling merchandise, transportation, chains and food
stores in the order named.
The explanation for these changes in population in relation to ser
vice units is not obvious in all cases. In some instances a logical inter
pretation seems apparent. The automobile has become the standard meanc;
of travel. There are now approximately 205,172 autos in the state, or
an average of 1.3 autos for every family. Filling stations, garages, and
sales rooms have come to occupy an important place in the modern trade
center. With these developments, it is not hard to explain why there are
fewer people for each transportation service.
Department stores are relatively new in South Dakota; there was
only one in the entire state in 1901, thus making the proportionate in
crease very large. Department stores are business institutions which
locate in large population centers, and South Dakota had few such centers
in 1901. The same interpretation probably explains to some extent the
greater proportionate increase in chain stores over population. There is
Table 2.-Increase in the Average Number of People per Trade Unit for
Various Types of Services in South Dakota, 1901 Compared to 1931.*
(- indicates decrease.)

Classes of
Services

No. Business
Units
1901

1931

Finance --------------- 812
Communication ________ 824
Transportation ________ 817
Clothing --------------- 576
Shelter and Building ___ 1390
Food ------------------ 857
Medicine and Healtht ___ 345
Decorative and Luxury _ 965
Farm Produce Stationst 86
Farm Supplies ___ ______ 1393
General Stores _________ 1055
Department Stores ____
1
All Chains ------------ 299

1298
1368
2924
886
2295
2081
569
1370
312
1818
1130
71
996

No. People
per Unit
1901
494.5
487.3
491.5
697.2
288.9
468.6
1164.0
416.1
4669.4
288.3
345.9
401,570.0
1,343.0

1931
533.8
506.4
236.9
781.9
301.8
332.9
1217 .6
505.7
2220.7
381.1
613.1
9758.4
695.6

• Population figures are for 1900 and 1930, respectively.
t Only those units handling merchandise are considered.

Increase in
People per Unit
No.

Per cent

39.3
19.1
-254.6
84.7
12.9
-135.7
53.6
89.6
-2448.7
92.8
267.2
-391,811.6
-647.4

7.95
3.92
-51.80
12.15
4.47
-28.96
4.60
21.53
-52.44
32.2
77.24
-97.57
-48.20
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18.9 ,'o
Fig. 6.-Percentage of rural and urban population in South Dakota, 1900-1930.

the added factor that chains in recent years have entered the grocery,
-clothing and variety fields. 4
The decrease in the number of clothing units in ratio to population
js probably a reflection of the shift to factory-made garments, shoes,
and millinery. In 1900 the shoemaker made shoes ; tailors were found in
many of the small towns ; the millinery store made and sold its own pro
ducts. 5 By 1931 clothing, shoes and millinery were the products of the fac
tory and were sold in stores that kept a complete stock of factory-made
goods in different sizes, colors, and styles. The clothing store is now of

� - Urhan
Cl - Rural

Fig. 7.-Rural and urban counties in South Dakota with their urban centers, 1930.
(Authority : U. S. Census.)
4. See Part IV.
5. See Table 1, pp. 16-17.
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considerable size, and because of the quantities of merchandise required,
must draw patrons from a large trade area. This has led to its leaving
the small town and locating in the more densely populated center.6 The
total effect has been that there are fewer clothing units for any given
unit of population than existed in 1901.
The increase in food units for a given unit of population is a reflec
tion, no doubt, of urbanization and to some extent the rural tendency
to buy prepared fc ods.
Farm-supply units providing machinery, feeds, and grain, harness
and leather goods, have declined in ratio to population. This is also true
of blacksmith shops. A large part of the decrease can be explained by the
:oming of automobiles and auto trucks.
General stores have declined with the advancement of urban ce-n t.ers
leading to proportionate decrease in the number of these stores for a
given population. A general store is not a city enterprise. 7

Urbanization as a Factor in Change
There has been a decided increase in the proportion of urban popula
tion in South Dakota since 1900, as is indicated in fig. 6. A little more
than 10 per cent of the population was urban in 1900 and almost 19 per
cent in 1930.6 It is possible that increasing urbanization may vitally
affect merchandising.
An attempt has been made to measure fundamental differences in
rural and urban populations as reflected in contemporary merchandising
of urban and rural counties by determining the per capita distribution
of specific types of stores in rural and urban counties.
According to the federal census of 1930, South Dakota had fifteen
urban counties, that is, counties in which cities of 2500 or more popula
tion were located. The remaining 54 counties of the state were rural,
having all their population living in the open country or in towns of less
than 2500 population. Twelve of the 15 urban counties are located east
of the river; 10 of the 15 are in the eastern third of the state. The dis
tribution of rural and urban counties is shown in fig. 7.
Table 3 indicates differences in the number of possible patrons for
each class of economic service in the counties with and those without
urban population centers (using the federal census definition of urban
a municipality with 2500 or more population ) . Contrasts appear in every
type of service, as is indicated by the differences expressed in the col
umns at the right of the table. For some enterprises there are more pos
sible patrons in the rural counties than in the urban counties, while for
other business services the situation is reversed.
There are more possible customers for financial institutions in the
urban counties than i.n the rural. The same holds true for communication
services, medicine and health, farm produce stations handling merchan
dise, farm supplies, general stores, and chain stores. This suggests that
fewer rural people are needed to support such institutions, or that the
size of such institution varies directly with the size of the trade center.
Conversely there are more people for each business unit in the rural
6. See Fig. 1 3, p. 41.
7. Ibid.
8. The 1900 United States Census, does not distinguish between farm and village popu
lation.
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than in the urban counties for transportation, clothing, shelter and build
ing, food, decoration and luxury, and department stores. Stores with
duplicate functions are relatively more numerous in rural districts.
In several cases the causes for these differences are obvious, in others
they cannot be stated with certainty.
Department stores represent large investments of capital, a large
plant and diversified stock of goods, and cannot profitably locate in small
towns. Some chain department stores have gone into centers below the
2500 mark, however, after having first covered the larger cities. On the
other hand, the general store with a much smaller stock of merchandise
Table 3.-Number of People for Each Business Unit in Urban and Rural Counties in South
Dakota in 1931 (Urban counties are those with cities of 2,500 or more population)
Total Pop., 269,272
15 Urban Counties
Class of Service
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!::= ].. ;';:;=
Z E-< ::i
.,

..C <> r1>

Finance and Exchange --------- ·1 01
Communication ---------------- 432
Transportation - - -------------- 1115
Clothing ---------------------- 441
Shelter and Building ----------- 974
Food ----- ---------- ----------- 101 5
Medicine and Health (Mere) ---- 219
Decoration and Lu.xury --------- 637
Produce Stations (Mercantile) _____ 112
Farm Supplies ---------------- 566
General Store ------------------ 294
Department Store ------------64
All other Retail -------·- -------- 200
47
Three or more retail functions __
Two retail functions ----------- 850
Total Chains ------------ - - - -- - 486
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7
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341.3
44.1
132.1
155.2

5 6 ,303.6
191 1.9
276.4

has met the need (and still does in the rural counties) which the depart ment store supplies in the urban centers. The general store is a rural in
stitution ; the department store an urhan institution. This contrast is
clearly seen in that there are only 506.7 people to every general store in
rural sections, while there are 60,511 to every department store. In the
urban counties there are 915.9 people for every general store, almost
twice · as many as in rural counties. In the u rban counties there are only
4207.4 peopl e for each department store, or approximately one-eighth as
many peopl e as in rural counties.
Another contrast appears regarding which one can venture only a
hint of explanation. Cl othing, and decoration and luxury units have a
greater per capita distribution in the rural counties. This may reflect a
difference in interests or in purchasing povver of rural and urhan popu
lations. It is likely that it reflects a difference in the attention which
these groups give to dress and ornamentation. It is generally held that
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Fig. SA.-The average number of mercantile enterprises in South Dakota trade
centers under 2500 population, 1931,
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urban populations are more concerned with appearance, seek greater
varieties of dress and style, and indulge in more luxuries.0 The dis
tribution of business units providing for these needs indicates that such
differences are reflected in merchandising; this is especially true with
clothing units which have a per capita distribution in urban counties more
than twice as great as in rural counties.
Food supplies have a greater per capita distribution in urban than in
rural counties, which may be explained by the fact that the city famiJ y
depends more upon prepared foods, and therefore patronizes the grocery
store and bakery more regularly.10 The city family also tends to use the
store for its pantry, ordering daily in small quantities.
Business units having to do with communication have a wider per
capita distribution in the rural section, while in the urban sections this
is true of transportation units. The difference here is undoubtedly ex
plained by the greater carrying capacity of the urban unit. The difference
between urban and rural is slight in building materials and shelter.
Stores selling farm 1:upplies are na' u:. - a � y more numerous in propor
tion to population in the rural sections.
Chain stores are much more thickly distributed in urban counties,
which is probably due to the fact that chains have sought local trade
centers in locating their branches. 11
While many of the contrasts in rural and urban areas mentioned a
bove are striking, they are much less striking than would appear if one
were to isolate completely the urban and rural populations. In South
Dakota urban counties there are many rural dwellers, and in the rural
counties there are urban families with urban tastes and attitudes, even
though they live in towns of less than 2500 populations. This overlapping
of populations naturall y tends to modify the contrasts. Again not all
rural families differ in tastes or purchasing power from urban families.
Rural families near the large trade center may also take on many char
acteristics of the urban dwellers.
The contrasts are, however, probably as striking as they need be
made, and as they exist in reality, for in actual life few business units
in South Dakota are strictly urban or rural in patronage. Most of them
have to take into account both types of customers, even though they
may play primarily for the trade of one group or the other.
Further evidence of the effect of urbanization in mercantile change is
presented in figures SA and SB, which show the relative numbers of differ
<>11t types of enterprises in various types of trade centers.
Some striking contrasts appear in comparing the proportionate num
ber of various types of enterprises in different classes of trade centers.
The following general relationship holds for cities above 2500 and trade
t>P.nters under 2500 population : In the latter transportation units are
most numerous, shelter and building second, food third, and farm sup
plies fourth. In cities food units far surpass all others in number, shelter
9. Sorokin, P., and Zimmerman, C. C., Principles of Rural-Urban Sociology, pp. 74-80 ;
Taylor, C. C., op. cit., pp. 111-1 1 8 ; Gillette, J. M.,Rural Sociology, ch. 14 ; Simms, N. L.,
Elements of Rural Sociology, Ch. 21.
10. Zimmerman, C. C., Incomes and Expenditures of Minnesota Farm and City Fami
lies, 1927-1928, Minn . Ag. Exp. Sta. Bui. No. 255 ; Kirkpatrick, E. L., Standards of Living,
Univ. of Wisconsin Circular No. 2-11 ; Freeman, Ruth C., and Souder, M. A., Living Ex
penditures of a Selected Group of Illinois Farm and Small-Town Families, (1929-1930 ) ,
Univ. o f I l l . Ag. Exp. Sta. Bui. No. 372 ; see also Figs. 8A and 8B o f this bulletin.
1 1 . See Table 6, p. 30.
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and building come second, transportation units third, and decoration and
luxury units fourth.
It is worthy of note that transportation units are high in all types of
trade centers but disproportionately high in small centers. This may be
due to a difference in the size and carrying capacity of transportation
units in small and large centers.
The high proportion of foods units in cities is probably due to the fact
that in the larger population centers people depend more exclusively
upon store foodstuffs, and in the larger centers people patronize res
taurants more also. An interesting contrast appears between cities under
5000 population and those above 5000. The larger group has many more
food units proportionately. This is explained in part by the fact that the
garden is much more likely to be absent in the larger city, and also that,
because of the distances from home, people working down town are much
more likely to eat at least one meal a day in a restaurant.
Farm supplies have reached the greatest proportions in trade centers
under 2500 population. This is to be expected, since the smaller towns
reflect more intimately the needs of rural customers. Clothing units are
consistently lower than food and shelter units for all classes of towns in
this series, but find their higher relative distribution in cities above 5000
population. This is more true today than at earlier times, as indicated in
the preceding section of this study. ( See Table 1 )

Interdependence of Town and Country
The data presented in this section suggest that the self-sustaining
and independent rnral home in South Dakota is largely a myth. The
farm family like other American families consumes factory products.
Rural-urban differences are in degree only. The rural family does satisfy
more of its needs independently of the merchant. The gap between urban
and rural families is, however, constantly decreasing as the rural stan
dard of living is raised and as the farm family makes contacts with the
urban community more easily in this day of rapid transportation. Dis
tinctions between the urban and rural family in dress, housing, mode of
conveyance, food tastes, ornamentation, luxuries, recreation, and sport�
which were once marked are fast becoming matters of history.
This means the increasing interdependence of town and country in
their trade relationships. 12 The town is the shopping center for the rural
"hinterland" around it, as well as the shopping center for the urban dwel
lers. As tastes of city and country become more nearly alike, merchan
dise for one group meets the needs of both. The town merchant is
moreover as dependent, and in South Dakota even more, on rural trade
than urban trade for success in his business. From the farmer's viewpoint
a trade center with adequate trade units for satisfying the needs of his
entire family, within easy reach of the farm home, is of vital importance.
Since the church, the high school, higher educational institutions, health
institutions, and most social organizations center in the town, this in
terest in a farm iocation near a town becomes even more than an inter
est in convenience for trade.13
1 2. Kolb, J. H., Service Relations of Town and Country, Wis Exp. Sta., Bui. 58, pp. 3-4 ;
Hoffer, C. H., Mich. State Col., Agr. Exp . Sta., Spec. Bui. 181, pp. 17-19.
13. See footnote p. 6
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IV. The Bearing of the Chain Store Problem
on Town-Country Relations

Widespread agitation regarding the merits and demerits of the chain
store has forced the problem to the attention of the public. Some have
given the issue an alarmist interpretation1 and others have defended the
movement as one favoring the best interests of the general public. The
widespread debate on the subject indicates that either side may be de
fended by fairly sound arguments. This study does not attempt to settle
this debate but points out trends in chain store activities that are appar
ent in the state, and suggests certain possible implications of chain store
developments as they bear on the pl'Oblem of town-country relations.
The data which follow indicate that the chain store problem existed
at the beginning of the century. The increase in chains and their new
fields of activity are emphasized.

The Growth of Chain Stores Since 1901

Chain stores have grown at a more rapid rate than independent stores
since 1901, as indicated in Table 4. This generalization holds true for each
period. For the entire period 1901 to 1931 chain stores increased 222.07
per cent whereas independent stores increased only 68. 71 per cent. Chains
have increased thre·2 times as rapidly as the population since 1901. Inde
pendent retail stores increased proportionately less than population. Dur
ing the period 1926 to 1931 independent retail stores have decreased 5.28
per cent, whereas chains increased 1 5.05 per cent. Independent retail
stores made most of their increase previous to 1911. Chain stores made
their most important increases previous to 1921, but have revived some
what since 1926.
T able 4.-Growth of Chain and Independent Retail Stores in South Dakota
1901-1931. (- indicates decrease)
No. of Chain Stores ----------Percentage increase over
preceding period ---------No. of Independent Retail Stores
Percentage increase over
preceding period ----------

1901

1911

1921

1926

1931

299

5 60

786

837

963

87.29
12,605

40.36
14,093

6.49
14,305

15.05
13,549

56.95

11.80

1.50

_5,28

8,031

An Analysis of Chain Store Developments Since 1921
First, what proportion of trade centers have chain stores ? In 1921
approximately 48 per cent of all South Dakota trade centers had one or
more chain stores, in 1926 50 per cent had chain stores, and in 1931 ap
prximately 49 per cent had chain stores, as is indicated in fig. 9.
Second, where are chain stores locating ? Table 5 summarizes chains
at five year intervals by location. A trend toward locating chains in smaller
:population centers is apparent. All cities above 5000 population had some
chain unit in 1921. In 1926 all cities above 2500, and in 1931 all towns
above 1000 had a chain unit. Chains have also located increasingly in all
trade centers with 250 or more population since 1921.
In centers with less than 250 population the opposite trend is appar
·ent. The percentage of such centers with chains has declined. In 1921
.approximately 16 per cent of hamlets had chain stores ; in 1931 only about
13 per cent. About 56 per cent of the small towns ( 50-249 population) had
chain units in 1921, 63 per cent in 1926, and 51 per cent in 1931.
1. Davis, Barnes a n d Others, Introduction to Sociology, Revised Edition, p. 661.
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Fig. 9.-Per cent of South Dakota trade centers with and without chain merchandising
units, 1921, 1926, 1931.

Third, what types of services are locating in the small and large trade
centers? These data are summarized in Table 6. It is clear that most of
South Dakota's small trade center chains have been in the shelter and
building, farm supplies and general store fields. In the first two of these
fields chains have declined in trade centers of under 250 population since
1921. The decline in shelter and building units is very marked. In fact,
shelter and building chain units have declined in all groups of trade
centers with less than 1000 population.
Table 5.-South Dakota Trade Centers with and without Chain Stores
1921, 1926, 1931

;:
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N
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1931

31

104

Total Trade Centers ---------------- 245

1 202

No. Trade Centers with Chains _____
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98

...,.
N

O>
O>
O>
I
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N
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l.Q
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0

0
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7
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39
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36
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39

10

0

0

0
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342

670

12.651 51.49 80.77 83.87 100.00 100.00 100.00 48.96
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116

74
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185

98

42

107

61

Total Trade Centers ---------------- 268
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81

No. Trade Centers without Chains ___ 226

24

69

2

0

51.04

8

334

8

667

8

323

8

67 1

0

333

1
12.061 62.701 75.51 83.56 94.87 100.00 100.00 50.07
1
Per cent Trade Centers without chains 87.94 37.30 1 24.49 16.44 5.13 0
0
49.93
Per cent Trade Centers with Chains_
192 1

No. Trade Centers with Chains _____

No. Trade Centers without Chains ___ 226

85

20

I

3

13

7

0

348

Per .cent Trade Centers with Chains__ 16.67 55.73 75.31 82.89 1 92.31 85.71 100.00 48.14
Per cent Trade Canters without chains 84.33 ! 44.27 24.69 17.10 7.69 14.29 0
51.86.
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Table 6.-Summary of Chain Retail Services in South Dakota, 1921, 1926, 1931,
Showing Trade Centers in which Specified Types Operate and
Percentage of Total Retail Units that are Chains.
(Figures in' parenthesis indicate numb�r of trade centers in e.ach class. )
0-249

Class of Service

(447)

250999
(166)

Banks*
19 31 --------------4
1926 -------------- 192 1 --------------Communicationt
1931 --------------8
7
1926 --------------6
7
1921 --------------3
5
Transportation
193 1 ------ - -------6
26
1926 --------------21
5
1921 --------------3
12
Clothing
193 1 --------------7
1926 --------------1921 ---------------Shelter and Building
1931 --------------- 95
130
1926 --------------- 120
151
1921 --------------- 141
144
Food
1931 --------------4
5
1926 --------------4
5
1921 --------------4
Medicine and Health of mercantile nature
1931 ---------------6
3
2
1926 --------------3
1
1
1921 - ------------- Decoration and Luxury
1931 ----------- ---1926 - -------------1921 --------------Produce Station selling merchandise
12
1931 --------------- 10
11
1926 --------- ------ 12
12
1921 --- ------------ 16
Farm Supplies
52
193 1 --------------- 49
49
1926 --------- ------ 47
35
1921 --------------- 51
General Store
33
1931 --------------- 25
15
1926 --------- ------ 22
24
192 1 --------------- 21
Department Store
1931 --------------1926 --------- -----192 1 --------------All Others
14
193 1 --------------6
14
1926 - -------- ------ 12
-----------17
·-8
1921

10004999
(49)
19

32
15
9

5000
and
Above
(8)

10

Total
Chains

Per cent
Retail Units
that are
Chains

34

9.32

17
15
12

1.24
1.1
.9

23
23
20

87
64
44

2 .9 8
2.3
1.7

60
67

34
25
27

330
356
379

14.38
15.2
15.5

1
3
3

3
3
2

13
11
7

2.28
2.0
1.3

14
8
12

71

21
6
3

7
3
7

19
11
15

21
14
11

7
9
4

11
8
5

12
13
11

26
17
10

4

17
17
17

28
4
2

21
10
12

40
19
31

51
29
18

18
12
11

2.45
1.5
1.1

1.31
.8
.8

45
44
44

14.42
13.8
17.1

88
56
60

7.79
4 .6
4.7

13
18
19

131
131
122

23
7
3

52
12
6

33
29
24

4.51
1.9
3.3

74
65
61

7.2
7.0
6.2

73.24
63.2
33.3

22.42
17.9
17.3

* Limited to banks since other finance and exchange units are not considered chains.
Certain groups of banks, in which one man held the controlling interest, operated in the
state previous to 1925 . They differed considerably in their organization from the recent
corporation banks and are not included as chains here.
t Does not include Dakota Central and Northwestern Bell telephone companies. They
now have 89 stations and 48 stations respectively.
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Fig. 10.-Percentage of chain and non-chain stores in various mercantile enterprises-1931.

Finally, it is important to know what proportion of South Dakota
trade units are now in chain control and whether the proportion of chain
units is increasing. The column at the right in Table 6 answers the prob
lem in part.
The ratio of chain to independent retail stores has increased consis
tently in favor of chains since 1921 in all but two fields of activity,
namely, shelter and building and produce stations selling merchandise.
Approximately 15 per cent of shelter and building establishments have
been in chain control for the last ten years. About the same proportion
holds for produce stations.
The most radical increase in the proportion of stores in chain control
is in the department store line, where about one-third were chain oper
ated in 1921 and almost three-fourths are now chain operated.
Although chain stores are on the increase and are entering some new
fields of retail activity, they are by no means monopolizing most fields
of business. In fact, the ratio of chain to independent operators in all
fields except the department store favors the independent owner. In other
lines of business the chain store represents only a very minor factor as
far as numbers of stores are concerned as is indicated in fig. 10.
Trade centers with 1000 or more population have gained quite
markedly in the number of chain banks, transportation, shelter and
building, food, and department store units.
It is interesting to note that farm supplies chains are gravitating
toward towns of 250 to 999 population. This group of towns had 35 such
chains in 1921 and 52 in 1931. Large cities (above 5000 population) have
experienced a decline in farni supplies units.
Grocery store chains may, no doubt, enter small trade centers. They
have not done so to any great extent as yet, but it is probably safe to
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Fig. 11.-Percentage of all stores that are . chains-1921, 1926, 1931.

predict that they will do so increasingly. Clothing and department chains
will undoubtedly be confined to large population centers. One department
store company has been entering practically all large South Dakota
towns ( 1 000 to 2499 population) in recent years. Chain variety stores
( 5 and lOc store s ) are also increasing rapidly. They constitute a large
portion of stores classified under "all others." It is possible that they
may eventually enter small population centers.
The total number of all types of chain units except shelter and build
ing has increased since 1921. The most marked increase has been in
banks, food, and department store chains. The increase in banks may b e
due i n part t o our classification o f chain banks ( see footnote a t bottom
of Table 7 ) . Food chains have almost trebled in ten years, while depart
ment store chains have increased almost nine times.
Further evidence on this point is summarized in Table 7 which shows
specific losses and gains in certain types of chain stores during the last
10 years. Since 1921 there has been a loss of 53 in the number of chain
lumber and fuel establishments in the state. During the same period
chain grocery stores have a net gain of 30, banks 34, radio shops 9, and
department stores 46.
Of all types of business units operated in the state, only 6.31 per cent
are chain, leaving 93.59 per cent independent retail. ( See fig. 1 1 ) . There
Table 7.-Losses and Gains in Number of Chain Stores in Specified Lines of
Retail Services, 1921-1931.
1921

1926

1931

1921-1931

Number

Number

Number

Number

Businesses Losing Stores
Building Material ---------- 337
Fuel ---------------------- 22
Businesses Gaining stores
Grocery -------------------Banks* -------------------Radio
Department Stores __________

1
0
0
6

325
11

284
13

8

31
34
9
52

0
0
9

Net Loss
53
9
Net Gain
30
34
9
46

* Certain groups of banks, in which one man held the controlling interest, operated in
the state previous to 1925. They differed considerably in their organization from the recent
corporation banks and are not included as chains here.
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has been a slight increase in the proportion of chain units; 5.10 per cent
of stores were chains in 1921 and 5.18 per cent in 1926.
The 1930 census on retail distribution shows, regarding the volume of
business of chain stores in South Dakota cities of more than 10,000 popu
lation, that the volume of business of chain units is considerably greater
than for non-chain units.
In Sioux Falls 20 per cent of the total volume of business is done by
chain stores but the chains make up only 13.3 per cent of the total num
ber of stores. 2 In Aberdeen 15 per cent of the business is done by chain
stores, whereas, chains make up only 9 per cent of the total number of
retail stores. 3 In Huron 21 per cent of the business is by chain stores,
whereas, chains constitute only 13.3 per cent of the total number of
stores. 4 In Rapid City 14 per cent of the business is by chain stores,
whereas, 7.7 per cent of the total number of stores are chains.5 In Mitchell
17 per cent of the business is by chain stores, whereas, the chains make
up 10.4 per cent of the total number of stores.6 In Watertown 17 per cent
of the business is done by chains, whereas, only 12.1 per cent of the
total number of businesses are chains. These data indicate clearly that
in the larger group of cities in South Dakota chain units represent a
larger proportionate volume of business per store than retail units.
Although only about 6.5 per cent of the total stores in the state in
1929 were chain units, approximately 14 per cent of the total volume of
business was conducted by the chain group, indicating that the average
volume of business per chain unit in the state is more than twice as large
as the average volume for independent retail business enterprises. 8

How Does Chain Store Activity Affect
Town-Country Relations?
It is possible here to suggest only possible implications of chain store
development. It is important, first of all, to stress the fact that chain
stores are not new in the state, so whatever benefits or hindrances the
chain store as such imposes have been present for thirty years. On the
other hand it is clear that the relative numbers of chain managed units
has increased which should in itself tend to exaggerate these benefits or
hindrances. It is also clear that chain units are now competing with the
independent merchant in South Dakota in new fields of merchandising.
In 1901 most chain units were lumber and fuel establishments, elevators,
general stores, and farm supplies. The same situation maintained until
the last ten or fifteen years, during which time food, variety and depart
ment stores have increased rapidly.
If the chain store is a factor in drawing rural trade the cities will
profit most by the increasing trend toward chain management, and the
hamlets will profit least. There are exceptions to this generalization,
however, as chain farm supplies stores are localizing in trade centers
under 1000 population.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail

Trade in Sioux Falls, S. D., Preliminary Report ; U. S. Census, April 25, 1931.
Trade in Aberdeen, S. D., Preliminary Report ; U. S. Census, April 14, 1931.
Trade in Huron, S. D., P reliminary Report ; U. S. Census, April 14, 1931.
Trade in Rapid City, S. D., Preliminary Report ; U. S. Census, April 10, 1931.
Trade in Mitchell, S. D., Preliminary Report ; U. S. Census, April 10, 1931.
Trade in Watertown, S. D., Preliminary Report, U. S. Census, April 16, 1931.
Distribution, State Series ; U. S. Census, p. 8 and p. 18, 1932.
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Retail branches of nationally known mail order houses and branches,
of interstate department store chains and variety store chains may be
important factors in drawing trade from an extensive hinterland. If so,
trade centers above 1000 population have profited by these new chain
merchandising trends in the state.

V. Bearing of Changing Trade Relations
Upon Town Growth
It is probable that the newer trends in merchandising, namely the
tendency toward specialized retailing, along with the newer modes of
travel and increasing desires for the factory made articles present among
both urban and rural peoples, and perhaps other factors which have not
been taken into consideration, may have a vital effect upon the develop
ment of trade centers.
It is frequently stated that the small trade center is declining in the
face of these new trc:nds. 1 Will the futur� be a future of cities and rural
population, with few or no small towns, villages, or hamlets remaining?
What are the actual changes that the last thirty years have brought in
South Dakota trade centers in this respect? 2

Differential Rate of Growth of Large and Small
Trade Centers
Trade centers are ordinarily thought of in terms of the numbers of
resident population. Thus a city is, according to the federal census, an
incorporated place with 2500 or more population. Below this figure
classifications are largely a matter of individual taste. Terms not infre
quently employed to cover trade centers of less than 2500 are: the hamlet,
the village, the town.
The hamlet is the trade center in the smallest population class. The
town ranges from some arbitrary point up to 2499. The village lies
between the hamlet and the town. In applying these terms to the classi
fication which follows, one can think of the hamlet as having under 50
population; the village as having between 50 and 499 population; and the
town as ranging from 500 to 2499 population. One can refer loosely to
all trade centers under 2500 population as towns, those above as cities.
This is frequently done throughout the discussion. Any number of sub
classes within any of these groups can be made. Table 8 indicates there
are now more cities in South Dakota than at any period of the state's
history. The peak of development of hamlets (0-49 population) came
around 1911, previous to the day of extensive automobile travel. Since
that time these have gradually dropped in number until they have reached
(1931) a level almost as low as that of 1901.
A similar peak was reached in the small villages (50-249), followed
1. Kumlien, W. F., High School Education, op. cit. p. 8. Blumenthal, Albert, Small
Town Stuff, Univ. of Chicago Press, p. 15. Galpin, C. J. "Is the Purchasing Power of the
Farmer's Town Declining ?", Address, Washington, D. C., May 20, 1930. Copeland, M. T.,
Recent Economic Changes in the U. S.
2. Galpin, C. J. and Manny, T. B., in The Agricultural Situation, Vol. 16, No. 11, p. 3,
state that the depression is causing an increase in small village population in the United
States.
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by a decline. However, during the last five-year period there has been
an increase in the latter group.
The larger villages ( 250-499 population) have more than doubled
since 1901, making the big increase between 1901 and 1911. Their num
bers have been about constant since 1911.
The small towns ( 500-999 population) have increased gradually but
consistently until the last five years, when they have fallen off slightly.
The large towns ( 1000-2499 population) made most of their increase
in the five-year period 1906-1911. In the thirty-year period they have
more than doubled.
Cities of 2500-4999 population have remained almost constant, rang
ing from five to eight; for most years there were seven in this group.
Cities of 5000-7499 reached their peak in 1906 numbering at that time
five. These have, with the exception of one, gradually shifted to the next
higher class. One dropped to a lower class.
There have been no cities in the 7500-9999 population group for four
of the seven five-year periods. During three other periods there was one
and during one period there were three. All but one of these cities have
gone above the 10,000 line, indicating that once a city reached 7500 in
the last decade it pushed ahead into the next population group.
Table 8.-Total Number of South Dakota Trade Centers Classified ·According to
Population at Five-Year Intervals-1901-1931

Population

1901

0-49 --------- 240
50-249 ------- 148
250-499 ------ 40
500-999 ------ 37
1000-2499
16
2500-4999 ---7
1
5000-7 499 --- _
7500-9999 ---·
0
10,000-up ____
Total ________ 490

1906

1911

1916

1921

1926

286
131
69
50
20
5

377
188
91
58
32
7
3

343
201
92
60
33

268
192
81
76
40
6
3

256
193
93
73
40
7
3
0

567

759

742

671

670

1931

245
202
104
62
41
8
2
0
6

670

Fig. 12 presents the data on trade centers under 2500 population
graphically. It is interesting to note that in recent years, where one
group of towns has dropped radically, the drop is sometimes compensated
for by a growth in the next higher class. For instance, a drop in the 0-49
population group since 1921 has been compensated for in part by a
growth in 50-249 population villages.
Perhaps an even more accurate method of determining the growth in
size of towns, at least from the merchandising standpoint, is to compare
them by the number of business places. This comparison shows that there
was an average of 14.75 business places in all South Dakota trade cen
ters in October, 1901; by January, 1931, they had increased to 18.26, an
average gain of three and one-half merchandising units per trade center.8
3. In none of these calculations are "special services," i. e. railroads, express com
panies, telegraph or post offices, included.
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Fig. 12.-Number of trade centers in stated population classes at
five-year intervals, 1901-1931.

Some of this increase is accounted for by the growth of Sioux Falls from
300 business places in 1901 to over 900 in 1931. Excluding Sioux Falls
from the above average, all other trade centers in the state have made
an average increase of about two and three-fourths business units. Not
withstanding, the great majority of trade centers in South Dakota are
still composed of few business units.
In 1931, 159 out of 670 trade centers had only one mercantile unit.
(Table 9) Two hundred seventy-six possessed under five units, 536 under
25 units, while 659 were under 100 business units, and only six surpassed
200.
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Approximately 24 per cent of present trade centers are of the single
unit type. Other phases of this study show that the unit most frequently
present in such a center is the general store. Forty-one per cent have
under five business units and probably meet only a limited range of
needs of the shopping public. In general one may say the more numerous
the business units, the greater the range of services offered.4
The automobile, while it has doubtless destroyed the cross-road gen
eral store in many places, has caused the development of combined con
fectionery stores with their lunch counters, and gasoline pumps on many
highways. Such stores will probably ultimately replace the cross-road
general store throughout the eastern part of the state.
Table 9.-Distribution of South Dakota Trade Centers by the Number of
Resident Business Units--1931.
Class

Number

Under 5 ----------------- 276
One ----------------- 159
5-9 ---- ----------------- 101
10-14
68
1 5-19
49
20-24
38
25-49 ------------------- 90
27
50-74
75-99
10
1 00-199 ----------------200 and above -----------

Total ---- --------------- 670

Per Cent
41.19

23.74

1 5.07
10.15
7.3 1
5.67
1 3.43
4.03
1.49
.74
.90

1 00.00

These findings indicate that no type of trade center is completely
disappearing, but that the hamlet and cross-road store have declined to
the level of 1901. The hamlet has not maintained itself in proportion to
population increase.
The situation in South Dakota is a reflection of a more widespread
national trend as is indicated by other studies. Galpin says : 5
" . . . It is at once admitted that the general trend of the farmer in the
United States is to shift his buying from country cross-roads stores,
hamlets with two or three general stores, small villages having no
speciality stores, to larger retail trading centers, particularly to towns
with a range from 1,000 to 5,000 inhabitants, in some sections to towns
up to 10,000 inhabitants. But this recognized shift is increasing the trade
area of these towns, increasing the trade, and increasing their purchasing
fulcrum. Towns that range from 1 ,000 to 10,000 inhabitants are generally
spoken of now as "farmers' towns," "county-seat towns," or "retail trade
centers." It will take a long time for the country store and neighborhood
hamlet stores actually to disappear in trade, but the influence of these
4 . Kolb, J. H., op. cit. pp, 5-7, classifies towns according to single · service, limited serv
ice, semi-complete service, complete and partially specialized and urban and highly spe
cialized service types.
5. Address, "Is the Purchasing Powu of the Farmer's Town Declining ?", Washington,
D. C., May 20, 1930.
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miscellaneous trading posts may well be discounted even at present. The
farmer is forming a new trade habit. He is getting to feel at home with
the tradesmen of the larger center.
"This admission does not mean, however, that the farmer is spending
the bulk of his money in cities over 10,000 in population. He is still a
country man."
The investigation of a committee on recent economic changes under
the chairmanship of Herbert Hoover reported : 6
"The major change in buying habits has resulted in a widening of retail
trading areas, particularly in rural sections of the United States. This
·change, like most of the other business developments noted, had begun
prior to 1920, but its progress was markedly accelerated after that date.
"The chief feature of this change was a shifting of trade in certain
lines of merchandise away from cross-roads stores, village stores, and
some small town stores, to stores located at county seats or other trading
centers.
"In Nebraska, the towns with a population between 1,000 and 5,000
gain much trade from the smaller places, but it is true that the smaller
towns of this class lose much trade to the larger places.
"In the commercial survey of the Southeast by the United States de
partment of commerce, in 1927, it was stated that the shift of trade from
the country districts to the larger trading centers was common in all
sections of the Southeast."
Zimmerman suggests that the trend is toward a division of labor
between small and large trade centers rather than the disappearance of
the small trade center. From data collected on Minnesota trade centers
he concludes : 7
"It is evident that claims of substantial correlation between the appear
ance and growth of the larger trading center and the disappearance of the
primary center are more or less unfounded. Although there are minor
relationships the main change has been a division of labor between the
two types of centers rather than the complete obliteration of the smaller
in favor of the larger."
It is interesting to note, in harmony with Zimmerman's conclusion,
that many small trade centers still survive in the eastern part of South
Dakota where competition between centers is most severe, and where
large trade centers have grown most rapidly during the last thirty years.
( See fig. 3, page 10.)

Loss of Functions in the Small Trade Center
Further evidence of the effect of the new age on merchandising in the
small trade center is presented in Table 10 which shows the percentage
increase in the types of services offered in various classes of trade cen
ters contrasting the period 1901 with 1931. Increases or decreases are
significant only when considered in relation to the increase in the number
of towns in the state. The increase in some groups of towns has been
much greater than in others as shown in the upper horizontal row of the
table.
Cities with over 5000 population have seen a greater increase than
any other group and it is here that each particular type of service has
experienced the largest percentage increase. It is significant that the
0-49 population trade centers, although their numbers are practically the
6 . Copeland, Melvin T., Recent Economic Changes in the United States, quoted in the
above address.

7. Op. cit. p. 19.
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.same as in 1901, have seen a radical decrease in practically all types of
.services. This indicates clearly that the hamlet is losing a number of its
former functions. Many functions have declined more than 50 per cent.
Cities of 2500 to 4999 population have also declined in the number of
business services offered. There are only eight cities in this class and so
, comparisons are not particularly significant. Case studies of these eight
, cities show that five of them have state institutions, which may explain
their growth in population without a proportionate increase in business
units.
The starred figures are those where the growth in trade units has not
been proportionate to the increase in the number of trade centers. The
groups that are most effected are those which have grown most rapidly
-namely, the 250-499, 1,000-2,499, and the 5,000 population groups.
The data at the extreme right of the table summarizing the percent
-age increase for all towns in the state, show that the percentage increase
in towns is less than the percentage increase in services for all towns,
except in fa1·m supplies and general stores. The greatest percentage in
,crease has been in department stores, although the percentage is hardly a
satisfactory index in this case, since numbers are so smail. 'l'ransportation
-units especially have grown out of proportion to all others.
Table 10.-Per cent Increase of 1 31 over 1 01 in Number of Business Units
9
9
In Each Class of Trade Center. (- indicat es decrease.)

I 502
4 9 1__ 4 9
___________o__
7

:Per Cent Increase
In Trade Centers _______ 2.07 1/
1
Services

Finance -------------

/
I
37 .50 \

36.

49

46.33

I

/
I

500-

4 99

1/ 160.00
1

116.55*

I

I

65.63

\

40.07 1 125.00"' 1

:Shelter and Building __ -40.82 I

-6.70

Decorative & Luxury__ - 50.00 !

17 .50 :

·Food ----------------

5.77

62.75

:Medicine and Healtht- -62.50 1' -55.68

�·'arm Produce Stationst-33.33
Farm Supplies _______ -55.09

1

·General Store -------- -17.15 /
Department Store ----

227.78

1

I

4. 90':' \

-8.44 I

I :;: I

·Chain Store ------ --- -27.45 /

I

75.82

I

77 .63'!<

111.64''

121.31"'

\

41.91*
67 .91

51.54*
95.48

67 . I F

-1.46

4 9. 64'•

346.15

247.06

t

t

64.98*

48.48*

41.82•'

6.02*

302.63 I 137.93

I

/
00.00
1 .2
4 9 \ 4
\

67.57 / 156.25
\
!
\

::::;'����- - - - _:: : I :: : I ": : , I ': :::.1
-Communication

:i I

50
1000- 2500T�!�e
a
4
ab ove
2
en te rs
9_
99
9_ __
9-�_9
c___
_9_�\__
_
__
_
__
49
_
1_
1
_

250-

\

\
\

I

240.00':'

108.5 7':' -32. 56

231.82';

55.45* -11.36

36. 73
59.85

66.02

541.98 166.10 1800.00

257 .89

181.88

684. 62

142.82

528.58

262. 79

90.55':'

2.61

140.21'•' -1.23

I

*

21.48

366 .66* 1
501.27

120.34':' 13.16* 513.33
\
69.05,:, -14.63 291.57*
414.29

7 5 .00

+
+

t

96.89* -54.39

78.31':' -34.21

25 9.52*

200.00*

53.82

65.11

64.93
41.97

30.51

*

7 .11•

2600.00§ 7000.00§

5 61.54 1 195.00 1473.33
I

219.9

• Increased in number of units, but increase was less than the increase in the number
of trade centers. This means that the average number of businesses per town has actually
decreased in all of these cases.
t Only- those units handling merchandise are considered.
Absolute increase from O and cannot therefore be expressed in percentage.
§ The percentage increase is large because of small numbers involved in 1 01.
9

+
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The Small South Dakota Trade Center Offers a
Limited Range of Services
The large to.wn is differentiated not only by a larger resident popula
tion and a larger number of merchandising units, but predominately by a
greater variety of business enterprises. It differs not so much by the
number of stores as by the specialization in stores. It is this diff erentia
tion that draws trade from a wide surrounding hinterland. The following
analysis indicates differences in various types of trade centers in terms of
their facilities for meeting shopping needs.
Fig. 13 summarizes diagrammatically the proportion of trade centers
that have the specified services. On the basis of these data one can conclude
that the trade center with less than 50 population is more likely to have
a general store than any other unit, as more than 75 per cent of all trade
centers in this class have general stores. Next most likely will be a
finance and exchange unit. This will in most cases be an express or post
office, rather than a bank. Over 50 per cent have such finance and ex
change units. Some form of communication and transportation unit is
found in 40 to 50 per cent of these towns. Department stores are never
found. Only one per cent have clothing stores. In small trade centers it
was formerly not uncommon to find grocery store and drug store com
bined, restaurant and grocery, or other unusual combinations, but such
generalized stocks of goods are becoming more rare.
Some type of finance and exchange, comunication and transportation
unit, is found in most of the trade centers of 50-249 population. General
stores are also practically universal. Here again clothing stores, drug
stores, and department stores are seldom found.
Most of the services are found in 100 per cent of the towns of 250-499
population. Department stores appear in less than 10 per cent of these
towns.
Most of the services covered in the study are found in all of the towns
and cities of above 1,000 population. The exceptions are those of farm
produce stations selling merchandise, which are in a large part of the
towns and cities. One city is built on mining rather than agriculture so has
no units of this type. Department stores are in only about 40 per cent of
the 1000-2400 group. Department stores are universal only in cities of
5000 or more population.
Chain store's are found in all towns above 1,000. The columns to the
extreme right of fig. 13 indicate the proportion of all trade centers in the
state which have each of the specifi e d services. Department stores are
less widely distributed than other retail units ; clothing units are found
in only around 30 per cent of the total number of towns in the state.
General stores are most widely distributed, being found in 90 per cent of
all towns. Transportation, communication, finance and exchange units are
distributed in more than 75 per cent of all towns in the state. This is
explained by the fact that the post office with its money-order department
or the railroad and the express company along with the express money
order, or the gas station, are found in even the smallest of hamlets.
The general store comes nearest being the universal trade station in
the hamlet. In days of horse and buggy people took what it offered.
Today they are likely to go where variety is offered in specialized stores.
An age of rapid transpor�ation, specialized merchandising, with spec-
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ialized retail stores, chain stores, department stores, etc., accompanied by
new life habits of the population create a situation which the small trade·
center is scarcely prepared to meet.
South Dakota is still one of the five most rural states in the union,8
yet these new trends are reflected to the disadvantage of the small trade
center and to the advantage of the larger towns and cities increasingly.
Small trade centers have actually declined over earlier periods, both in
numbers and functions.
To the extent that these trends continue the automobile becomes a
necessity to the farmer, and some small trade center merchants face a
serious problem of readjustment.

Trade Center Growth in Relation to
Population and Business Growth
Figure 14 gives a diagrammatic summary of trade center growth
compared to growth in population, and in retail, and chain units in the
state of South Dakota since 1901.
0

STATE POPULATION

TRADE CENTERS
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1 1 1 1
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{ 1 9 :Z I
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1 93 1
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RETAIL STORES
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19 1 1
{ 19:ZI
19:Zb
19�1

Fig. 14.-An index of trade center growth, compared to population and business growth,
1901-1931. 1901 equals 100. (Population figures are for
·
-�
nearest preceding census.)

Trade centers have not quite kept pace with population increases
since 1911. This is undoubtedly because they have grown in size more
than in numbers.9 Retail stores grew in numbers at about the same rate
as population up to 1926 but have since declined. Chain stores have in
creased most during the 1901-1911 decade. Of course one must take into
account that population and trade centers increased at a greateT propor
tionate rate during the same period. The rate of increase in chain stores
during the last five years has been greater than for the five years 19211926.
8. The other four states are· North na:kota, 52.8 per cent, Arkan!'<as, 5'3.4 iier cent, Mis
sissippi, 63 per cent, and South Carolina, 50.8 per cent. (Federal Agricultural Census, 1925.)
9. See p. 49.
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This figure further shows that though population has increased some
what during the last two five year periods, towns have remained sta
tionary. Though the depression of 1921 did not cause a decline in towns
it may have been responsible in part, for their remaining stationary. It
is significant that the number of retail stores has declined below the
levels of 1926 and 1921. This may be compensated for by a larger volume
of business in the remaining stores.

VI. Conclusions and Implications
This study traces the effect of certain cultural and geographical
changes upon town-country trade relations. The most important findings
may be summarized as follows :
1. Geographical factors, especially rainfall, vitally affect the density
of South Dakota population in different areas and consequently the ter
ritorial distribution of trade centers. The western area of the state has
comparatively few trade centers and these are a considerable distance
apart, whereas, in the eastern section of the state trade centers are quite
numerous. Farmers in the southeastern part, especially, have ready access
to any one of a number of shopping centers while west of the Missour{
river some people are a hundred miles from a shopping center with trade
facilities adequate to meet their needs.
2. The historical approach to the problem of territorial distribution
of trade centers shows that their number has varied with changes in
rainfall and subsequent land booms. The psychological over-stimulation
of a land boom seems to have lead to a disregard of the naturai factors
in the distribution of shopping centers, as well as density of population,
and lead to an overdevelopment of trading units. This was obviously
the case in South Dakota during the period 1906 to 1911. Recurrent
drouth and the reaction following the boom period, combined with certain
cultural factors such as improved means of transportation and travel and
rural free delivery have brought the readjustment so that the situation
is now in many respects similar to that existing previous to the boom,
except that trade centers have increased over 1901 in all parts of the
state, both in size and in numbers. Most of this increase, however, is in
the more favorable geographical areas.
3. Other aspects of the study indicate that certain new inventions
and facilities for travel and communication minimize the importance of
the spatial relation between the farmer and his town. New devises for
travel-automobiles, roads, and railroads-make the farmer less depend
ent on any particular town than previously. In other words greater mobil
ity made possible by these new devices permits the farmer to select his
trade center. On the other hand certain changes in life habits-desire
for prepared foods, ready-made clothing, mechanical devices, luxuries,
etc.-make him more dependent upon some town than previously.
4. Changes in merchandise indicate in a general way changes in life
habits that have affected town-country trade relations. These changes
are of the type that indicate that the farmer must contact the town at
more frequent intervals and must also seek a larger trade center with
specialized shopping units.
5. The exchange of goods in the state has increased markedly during
the 30-year period as indicated by the increasing number of stores dealing
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in ready-to-use goods. Volume of business has not been considered. It
may be that these increases have been much more radical than this study
indicates. This is true if the average volume of business per store has
increased, if volume of business per store has decreased since 1901, of
course, the changes may not be as radical as suggested. 1
6. Increasing urbanization in South Dakota has no doubt been a fac
tor in changing the mode of life of rural peoples. Urban centers are
characterized by high consumption of manufactured goods, and a dis
proportionately large number of stores dealing in prepared foods, manu
factured articles and luxuries. There is considerable evidence that these
urban tastes have extended into the rural area. Urban counties present
marked differences from counties possessing only small towns as meas
ured by the per capita distribution of mercantile enterprises dealing in
these types of supplies. Differences in merchandising are also evident
with different degrees of urbanization within towns and cities themselves ;
the larger the trade center the greater the proportion of food units.
Clothing units are also concentrating in larger population centers.
7. There are some functions in which the small trade center seems
to reflect very closely its connection with the rural population. Medium
sized trade centers ( 1000 to 2500 population) have a greater proportion
of farm supply units than any other type of trade center, whereas general
stores are found in greater proportion in hamlets which depend almost
exclusively upon rural trade because very few people live in the trade
center itself.
8. The new trend toward specialization is seen in the decline of the
general store accompanied by the increase in the number of specialized
retail stores and department stores which provide a variety of goods and
give a wide range of selection.
9. Chain stores have increased more rapidly than independently
owned . retail stores during the last 30 years and have entered some new
fields of merchandising. They still represent a relatively small proportion
of the number of stores in all enterprises except the department store
which is approximately 75% under chain control. The volume of business
per store is more than twice as great for chain as for independent retail
stores at the present time.
10. Chain merchandising may have a bearing on town-country rela
tions. It is possible that the chain store may be a factor in drawing rural
trade. This possibly depends upon the degree to which the chain unit
is known among the rural people. It is likely that chain branches of
nationally known department stores, especially retail branches of mail
order houses and five- and ten-cent stores, may be very important in
attracting trade to a center possessing them. If so the larger urban cen
ters have so far profited most by the new trends in chain merchandising.
11. The new trends in chain merchandising are :found to be in the
fields of groceries, variety stores, bakeries and department stores, all
of which were practically unknown in the state previous to 1920. Chains
have, however, existed since the beginning of the century in lumber, fuel,
elevators, and farm supplies stores.
1. The federal census published in 1932 for the first time a study of retail distribution
in the state. This publication deals with the volume of business for the year 1929 only.
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12. The newer trends in merchandising combined with the newer
shopping desires of the public and the newer transportation devices have
apparently worked to the disadvantages of the small trade center. Ham
lets have declined markedly when considered in relation to population in
crease, they have not only declined in numbers but also in function. They
are retaining transportation, communication, and food functions to some
degree. The decline in the number of general stores represents to some
degree a decline in the activities of the hamlet for the general store has
been basically the one-trade-unit center business organization.
13. All trade centers in ,the state have tended to increase in the aver
age number of business units per center. However, a large portion of
trade centers are still of the single business type. Some of these one
-unit trade centers have survived in the eastern part of the state where
competition is most severe because of short distances between trade cen
ters. Perhaps those that have survived there have done so by adapting
their merchandise to the new order of things-installing gasoline pumps,
confectioneries, and lunch counters.
14. Small trade centers offer only a limited number of merchandising
units, which cover only the bare necessities, while the larger trade centers
have a wide variety of specialized stores providing a wide range of prod
ucts, catering to desires for everything from necessities to luxuries. To
the extent that the rural population ·demands variety in shopping, the
small trade center is at a disadvantage and the large trade center at an
advantage in an age of good roads and automobile travel.

Implications of these Findings
There are certain implications growing out of these findings which
seem to have a direct bearing upon the mutual interests of the farmer
and the merchant. They may be stated as follows :
Implications for the Farmer : 'l. The farmer can, within limits
choose his town and in so doing make or break the home town to a degree
that was not possible previously. If he wants small towns he can have
them only by giving them his patronage. In the absence of his patronage
the small trade center is likely to disappear.
2. There is involved the danger that as the small town disappears
as a shopping center it will also disappear as a market, for the basic
excuse for the town is undoubtedly its merchandising enterprises.
3. As the farmer participates more fully in urban modes of life the
farm home as a self-sustaining and self-determining economical and so
cial unit declines. To the extent that the farm home turns from home
baked and home prepared foods to factory baked, canned and processed
foods and purchases ready-to-wear clothing etc., it shifts its functions to
the urban center, and must frankly recognize a growing dependence upon
the trade center.
4. Section II suggests that in boom periods town growth is not a
fair index of permanence of the area or of actual values of town plots
or rural acreages. Trade center growth apparently goes on the crest of
the wave, and the reaction is violent.
5. In the absence of rural patronage the crossroad general store will
disappear, unless it is on a well travelled highway where transient trade
in gasoline and confectioneries support it.
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Implications for the Merchant : 1. Merchants must recognize the fact
that the farmer today has a choice of trade centers. In a mobile age trade
is not dependent upon neighborhood relations alone, but on cultural and
psychological factors. People go where they can get what they want in
the way of varieties and luxuries as well as what they must have in the
way of necessities. The factor of offering a varied line of goods and
having numerous specialized stores is important. The chain store may
even be a factor in drawing trade to a particular town. Advertising may
also be very important in this respect.
2. While the problem has not been analyzed in this study it seems
apparent from other studies that the encouragement of recreation, health,
education, and religious functions, and the development of produce mar
kets, is probably sound business practice.2 The presence or absence of
these factors is undoubtedly important in deciding the place where the
farmer will distribute most of his trade.
3. Large towns and cities will probably supersede small towns to quite
a degree in Eastern South Dakota unless small towns can offer advan
tages that appeal to the new rural values. General stores must seek iso
lated areas or adapt their location and merchandise to transient auto
trade.
4. Section V may be of some predictive value to merchants locating
stores in towns of various sizes. The fact that particular types of enter
prises seldom exist below certain population limits probably means that
they cannot exist there successfully. The merchant selling farm supplies
can succeed better for a given unit of population in a town under 2500
than in one of larger size. The reverse is true for the food merchant.
The larger the trade center the ' smaller the population unit required to
support a food enterprise.
5. Merchants have ·doubtless the power today through advertising
of changing life haoits radically and thus increasing the contacts between
town and country. While rural-urban tastes differ perceptibly today and '
must be catered to it is, nevertheless, apparent that they are not as radic
ally diffe1ent as at previous times. It is probable that marked differences
will completely disappear as urban economic standards diffuse more wide
ly into rural districts through advertising.
6. It is probable that the most successful trade center today is the
one that, by use of the press, radio, etc., keeps its interests and wares
before the tributary population continually. This is especially true in
highly competitive areas where the automobile brings a number of trade
centers within the reach of each farm family.
Mutual lmplications.-There are certain mutual implications to farmer
and merchant that grow out of the new life habits of the farm popula
tion as they bear on the present depression. The focal position of rural
income as a factor in industrial prosperity has been recognized as never
before in American history. Town business enterprises have, in recent
years, expanded to meet the new shopping needs of the farmer, and to
profit by his increased buying power. The deflation of the farm income
has consequently, dealt the rural trade center a stunning blow which has
been reflected in wholesaling and manufacturing as well as retailing
throughout the entire nation. The deflated agricultural income prohibits
2. See footnote, p . 6.
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the farmer, on the other hand, from exercising many of his acquired buy
ing habits. Rural isolation has been broken down by the automobile, the
public road, the radio, and the telephone ; home drudgery has been light
ened by modern conveniences, by purchasing ready made apparel, :fac
tory prepared foods, baker's bread, creamery butter, etc., but these ex
penditures demand a cash income which the farmer does not now possess.
The changed economic situation is compelling many farm families to re
turn temporarily to a greater simplicity in living habits. Such a condition
is painful for the farmer and if prolonged means ruin for many mer
chants.
Out of this situation is growing a realization on the part of both
farmer and tradesman that the town is the farmer's town. It lives on his
prosperity, and the farm family in turn shares the best in American
mechanical improvements and social welfare by being able to purchase
its goods.

